NOTICE

All students of 1st Year M.B.B.S., Sem-I-2013 (Session 2012-2013) of Dow Medical College, Karachi are directed to prepare their PMDC Undergraduate Registration Application Form along with following supporting documents.

1. Duly Filled PM&DC Undergraduate Student Registration Form (Form can be downloaded from PMDC website: www.pmdc.org.pk)
2. Attested copy of CNIC.
3. Attested copy of HSC Certificate (or Pre-medical Certificate/equivalence certificate from IBCC Islamabad. (Provisional F.Sc Certificate shall not be accepted).
4. Attested copy of SSC Certificate (Matirc)
5. Three (03) Passport size Photographs.

PMDC Undergraduate Registration Application Form will have to be submitted along with their Enrolment and Examination Forms.

Prof. Junaid Ashraf
MBBS, FRCS (Gen Surg), FRCS (Surg. Neurology)
Principal
Dow Medical College, Civil Hospital, Karachi.
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